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Minutes of NPYM Ministry & CounselConsultation Call of December 6,2O2O
On December 6,2O2O, the NPYM Ministry & Counsel Committee sponsored a consultation call, using
Zoom, with representatives of Ministry & Counsel committees from meetings and worship groups

from Washington, Oregon, Montana, and parts of ldaho. Helen Park of the Eugene meeting clerked
the consultation call and these minutes were taken by jim Humphrey from the Great Falls Worship
Group of the MGOF Monthly Meeting (Montana Gathering of Friends).
ln addition to the above people, those present at the call included further representatives from the
NPYM M&C committee (Lucy Fullerton, Elinor Jordan, Tim Visscher), NPYM Clerk David Zeiss and
rising clerk Jana Ostrom, and representatives from ministry & counsel committees from the
following meetings and worship groups: Bellingham, Agate Passage, Lopez lsland, Seattle University
Meeting, South Seattle, Tacoma, Olympia, Corvalis, Eugene, Salem, Bridge City, MGOF Monthly
Meeting, Missoula Monthly Meeting, and Bozeman Worship Group (MGOF). This list may be
incomplete. Altogether there were 22 participants in the consultation call.
Clerk Helen Park commenced the consultation call by reading the queries which were:
How are we, as meetings and as individuals, listening for and responding to creative, joyful,

positive manifestations of the life we all share.
What gifts do Quakers have to offer the world in this time of division? What steps can we take
to share those gifts?
Do we support the varied gifts that each member and attender offers the Meeting and wider
community?

After the reading of the queries, the consultation call entered into worship sharing. Over
the next hour, participants shared experiences of their meeting or worship group relevant to the
queries, as follows:
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Tacoma meeting described Zoom discussion groups that took on a life of their own, initially ,
sparked by the Pendle Hill pamphlet "spiritual Gifts" and thereafter drawing on other resources

written by Parker Palmer and others. These discussion groups are sometimes experiencing a
larger attendance that that of meeting for worship. The meeting has also made masks to be
given to people in need, has assisted people with no funds or winter clothes who are being
released from detention, and has provided support for families with children. Through Zoom
they have enjoyed distant attenders at meeting for woship, attracted sometimes from Tacoma's
Facebook page. Tacoma intends to continue using Zoom in appropriate ways when the
pandemic subsides.
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Corvalis meeting, in addition to Zoom meeting for worship, has undertaken walking worship
outside, with masks and social distancing, with sharing undertaken in a large dispersed circle.
Corvallis has undertaken numerous additional activities during the pandemic,including: regular
"Quaker Triangle" phone check-ins involving 3 or so people each, Zoom listening circles, antiracism programs, and a Faith & Practice discussion group. Corvalis also suggested that the
method and spirit of Quaker business meeting, as well as the rich history of Quaker experience,
could usefully be shared with the wider community as an approach to bridging current divisions.
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Olympia meeting has gathered 3 or 4 people to sing together on Zoom prior to the start of the
Zoom meeting for worship. Also undertaken on a recurring basis by Olympia, using the Zoom
technology, has been: Arts Nights where poetry, paintings, and music are shared; Games night
for laughter and fun; and Crafts Night where people help each other build and create. Other
Olympia groups meet for one hour every two weeks (followed by two weeks off) to develop an
anti-racism curriculum for middle school and younger students based on a Brown University
program. These several groups each provide two adults for a larger number of children. On a
more comprehensive note, Olympia has declared that it is now engaged in a composting period
where regular monthly business meeting is laid aside and the building of community and of
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spiritual community is emphasized.
Seattle University Meeting has initiated new or carried on old activities via Zoom, including:
Happy Hour where 3 or so people randomly assigned to breakout rooms converse; Adult
Religious Education; SpiritualSharing Group which has been quite meaningful; a Book Club
group; and an Election Affinity Group. These have been quite successful. The Care & Counsel
committee has made a list of attenders who live alone and might need help. A cadre of Quaker
"super-connectors" stay in touch with people. lt has been harder to find ways to include
children, though efforts here include a once per month family meeting designed to work with
younger children though also including a few teens.
Eugene Meeting: Generally the use of Zoom has been positive, including the presence of visitors
from out of the area at worship. Meetings for Memorials via Zoom have been important and
should be encouraged. The meeting called all members/attenders and made a list of people who
potentially might need help. Generally people are calling each other'more. Excellent results
experienced with Adult Religious Education group. The unhoused in Eugene has increased from
1500 pre-pandemic to 4,000-4,500 today. A group of Quakers made bread, muffins, cookies,
sandwiches and boil eggs to distribute to those in need on a weekly basis, including regular
distribution in homeless camps. Finally, Eugene members/attenders look for new ways to just
have fun, including Zoom Christmas parties and Zoom sharaing of sons, skits, poems, and
Christmas Tree tours.
Lopez lsland meeting: Zoom has allowed the meeting to broaden out to include people from
other islands. Members have participated in discussions hosted by websites between people
with opposing/differing political viewpoints. These websites include Better Angels and also
Living Room Conversations.
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South Seattle Meeting: Ways have been found to sing and make music together on-line,
including 15 minutes of hymns before worship.
Bridge City Meeting: They observed "Day of the Dead" memorial presentations for beloved
people who have died in recent years and whose presence is still felt, this celebration occurring
on November Lst each year.

Agate Passage meeting: Prior to the epidemic, there were two groups of Quakers meeting
separately. Today these have merged into a single group comprising 20 people who meet
regularly by phone conference. Meetings with a special focus also occur, including Meeting for
Learning, and a once-a-month meeting for discussion.
Seattle Eastside meeting: This meeting broadcast a 4 minute ad on the local NPR radio station.
MGOF, Great Falls Worship Group: Rich meeting life via Zoom; initiation of a Montana
legislature lobbying group by a member who recently served in the Montana House.
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MGOF, Bozeman Worship Group: Meet weekly by Zoom with worship sharing every other week.
Outreach includes working with some members of the Bozeman school district to support
migrant families.
MGOF Monthly Meeting: Montana-wide worship sharing groups, expected to run for a limited
time period, were valued and are being carried on past their expected end dates. Generally an

experience of attendance of distant or new attenders at meeting made possible by Zoom. A
number of people have expressed that they do still miss being in each other's physical presence,
missing particularly the one on one contact. Assembling on-line for singing and music is being
experimented with successfully.
Helen Park, as clerk of the consultation call, closed the meeting after everyone had had a chance to
speak. ln departing, several people expressed appreciation for the new ideas that had been offered

for everyone's consideration.
Respectfu lly subm itted,

Jim Humphrey
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